
Olfaction (Smell) Investigation

You’re hungry and you head to the kitchen for some nourishment. You open the
refrigerator door, retrieve some plastic-wrapped left-over and unwrap it. From the other
room you hear your mom yell, “Don’t eat that stuff! It’s spoiled!”

Being a doubtful teenage you ignore your mom until you catch a whiff of the now
“living” lasagna! Holding your breath you grind the stuff to oblivion in the disposal.

Your sense of smell is a very complicated process. Your nose has specialized cells
called olfactory nerves. These olfactory cells detect airborne molecules so small you’d
need a fancy microscope to see them. The olfactory cells then send impulses to the
olfactory lobe in your brain.

Let’s do some experimenting to determine how accurate your sense of smell is.
Materials

• Blindfold
• Cups
• Aluminum foil
• Twelve “smelly” items:

   lemon peel orange peel cedar shavings   garlic powder
   banana pine needles vinegar    chopped onion
   chocolate moth balls coffee    vanilla

               perfume-soaked cotton dirt    mint
Procedures

• Carefully blindfold you partner (subject). CAUTION: Do not tie the blindfold too
tightly.

• Place a small amount of each “smelly” item in a separate cup and cover each cup
with foil.

• Use your pen or pencil to poke two or three small holes in each foil covering each
cup.

• Have your partner smell each item in the cup to see if he/she can properly identify
it.

• Record your results in Data Table 1.
• Switch roles and repeat procedures.
• Complete Challenge Activities.

Data Table 1
Subject’s name: ___________________

Subject’s name: __________________________________

Food name          RESPONSE     Food name             RESPONSE



Challenge Activities

1. Of the 16 foods how many did your subject correctly identify? _______________

2. Of the 16 foods how many did you correctly identify? _______________

3. Calculate the percentage that your subject got correct: ________________ *

4. Calculate the percentage that you got correct: ________________ *
* You can calculate % by dividing the number correct by 16 and then multiplying that
number by 100. For example if you named 14 of the 16 foods correctly, you divide 16 into
14 ( 14/16 = .875 ) then multiply by 100 ( .875 x 100 = 87.5% or 86%).

5. Use this space to present your data in a pie chart. (NOTE: If you are familiar with
spreadsheet computer programs, print out your chart.)

6. Use an on-line computer to visit these websites for more information about
olfaction.
http://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/chsmell.html
http://www.hhmi.org/science/neurosci/axel.htm
http://www.olfactory.org/news.html

Idea adapted from Neuroscience for Kids,
http://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/neurok.html

Food name          RESPONSE       Food name         RESPONSE


